We propose black-box-type control variate for Monte Carlo simulations by leveraging the Martingale Representation Theorem and artificial neural networks. We developed several learning algorithms for finding martingale control variate functionals both for the Markovian and non-Markovian setting. The proposed algorithms guarantee convergence to the true solution independently of the quality of the deep learning approximation of the control variate functional. We believe that this is important as the current theory of deep learning functions approximations lacks theoretical foundation. However the quality of the deep learning functional approximation determines the level of benefit of the control variate. The methods are empirically shown to work for high-dimensional problems. We provide diagnostics that shed light on appropriate network architectures.
INTRODUCTION
Control variate is one of the most powerful variance reduction techniques for Monte Carlo simulation. While a good control variate can reduce the computational cost of Monte Carlo computation by several orders of magnitude, it relies on judiciously chosen control variate functions that are problem specific. For example, when computing price of basket options a sound strategy is to choose control variates to be call options written on each of the stocks in the basket, since in many models these are priced by closed-form formulae. In this article, we are interested in black-box-type control variate approach by leveraging the Martingale Representation Theorem and artificial neural networks. The idea of using Martingale Representation to obtain control variates goes back at least to [31] . It has been further studied in combination with regression in [30] and [4] .
This article uses the expressive power of deep neural networks, see [12, 23] by setting up the search for the martingale control variate as a learning task. Using the deep neural network as a control variate introduces no bias in the Monte Carlo computation. Importantly, this holds irrespective of quality of the deep learning approximation of the control variate functional. We believe that this is important as the current theory of deep learning functions approximations lacks theoretical foundation. More precisely: i) Non-asymptotic analysis of deep neural network function approximation is in its infancy. Error estimates in terms of a number of layers and number of neurons in each layer are only known in very specific cases, see Grohs et al. [19] . In general, such results are extremely difficult to obtain, see [20, Chapter 16] . The results in [19] show that there is a good approximation to the Black-Scholes PDE solution with number of parameters in the artificial neural network growing only polynomially with dimension and accuracy. However, there is no method of finding the appropriate parameters for the desired accuracy. The search for the optimal parameters is a non-convex optimisation problem, usually tackled using gradient descent-type algorithm.
ii) There is little theoretical underpinning for the use of stochastic gradient algorithms for minimisation of non-convex functions. Furthermore stochastic gradient algorithms, such as the ADAM method [25] , that are commonly used for training, lack theoretical foundation even in the convex case. iii) Stability analysis for the weights in the network approximation is not yet developed. In fact, there are empirical examples that demonstrate that small perturbation in training data can lead to a dramatically different output of neural network approximation [32, 24] . What we propose in this work is a method for harnessing the power of deep learning algorithms in a way that is robust even in the case some deep learning algorithm will not deliver the expected quality.
We developed several learning algorithms for finding martingale control variate functionals. These work both in the Markovian and non-Markovian setting. For the former, see Section 4 and Algorithms 1, 2. Algorithm 1 was inspired by Cvitanic et. al. [11] and Weinan et. al, Han et. al. [38, 21] . For the non-Markovian setting see Section 5 and Algorithms 3 and 4). Section 6.2 describes exactly the network architecture and implementation details. We empirically test these methods on relevant examples including a 100 dimensional option pricing problems, see Examples 6.2 and 6.4. We carefully measure the training cost and report the variance reduction achieved. See Section 6 for details. Since we work in situation where the function approximated by neural network can be obtained via other methods (Monte-Carlo, PDE solution) we are able to test how the expressive power of fully connected artificial neural networks depends on the number of layers and neurons per layer. See Section 6.5 for details.
We would like to draw the reader's attention to Figure 1 . We see that the various algorithms work similarly well in this case (not taking training cost into account). We note that the variance reduction is close to the theoretical maximum which is restricted by time discretisation. Finally we see that the variance reduction is still significant even when the neural network was trained with different model parameter (in our case volatility in the option pricing example).
From the results in this article we conclude that the artificial neural networks can be used to provide efficient control variates. However, we observed that all the algorithms are sensitive to the network architecture, parameters and distribution of training data. A fair amount of tuning is required to obtain good results. Based on this we believe that there is great potential in combining artificial neural networks with already developed and well understood probabilistic computational methods.
MARTINGALE CONTROL VARIATE
Let (Ω, F, P) be a probability space and consider an R d -valued Wiener process W = (W j ) d j=1 = ((W j t ) t≥0 ) d j=1 . We will use (F W t ) t≥0 to denote the filtration generated by W . Consider an D ⊆ R d -valued, continuous, stochastic process X = (
. We will use (F t ) t≥0 to denote the filtration generated by X.
Let G : C([0, T ], R d ) → R be a measurable function. We shall consider contingent claims of the form G ((X s ) s∈[0,T ] ). This means that we can consider path-dependent derivatives. Finally, we assume that there are (stochastic) discount factor given by D(t 1 , t 2 ) := e − t 2 t 1 c(s,Xs) ds for an appropriate function c = c(t, x) and let
We now interpret P as some risk-neutral measure and so the P-price of our contingent claim is We can see that the significant variance reduction is achieved by a neural network that was trained with "incorrect" σ. Note that the "MC + CV Margbrabe" displays the optimal variance reduction that can be achieved by using exact solution to the problem. The variance reduction is not infinite even in this case since stochastic integrals are approximated by Riemann sums.
Say we have iid r.v.s (Ξ i T ) N i=1 with the same distribution as Ξ T . Then the standard Monte-Carlo estimator is
Convergence V N t → V t in probability as N → ∞ is granted by the Law of Large Numbers. Moreover the classical Central Limit Theorem tells that
where σ := Var[Ξ T ] and z α/2 is such that 1 − Φ(z α/2 ) = α/2 with Φ being distribution function (cumulative distribution function) of the standard normal distribution. To decrease the width of the confidence intervals one can increase N , but this also increases the computational cost. A better strategy is to reduce variance by finding an alternative Monte Carlo estimator, say V N , such that
and the cost of computing V N t is similar to V N t . Martingale Representation Theorem, see e.g. [10, Th. 14.5.1] , provides a generic (in a sense that it does not rely on a specific model) strategy for finding a Monte Carlo estimator with the above stated properties. Recall that by assumption Ξ T is F W T measurable and E[|Ξ T | 2 ] < ∞. Hence there exists a unique process
Observe that in our setup,
Hence tower property of the conditional expectation implies that
Consequently (2) and (3) imply
We then observe that
with the same distributions as W and Z respectively then we can consider the following Monte-Carlo estimator:
The estimator V N t has the following properties:
Of course this on its own is of little practical use as, in general, there is no method to obtain the unique process Z.
In the remainder of the article we will devise and test several strategies, based on deep learning, to find a suitable approximation for the process Z = (Z t ) t≥0 by Z θ = (Z θt t ) t≥0 , θ t ∈ R k , k ∈ N i.e one network for each t. We will only require that Z θ t are F W t measurable and square integrable i.e. E[ T t |Z θ s | 2 ds] < ∞. The crucial feature of our approach is that
still has the property that E[V θ,N t |F t ] = V t , albeit the resulting variance typically will not be zero anymore. Note that λ ∈ R is a parameter that can be chosen to reduce variance.
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
We fix a locally Lipschitz function a : R → R and for d ∈ N define A d : R d → R d as the function given, for x = (x 1 , . . . , x d ) by A d (x) = (a(x 1 ), . . . , a(x d )). We fix L ∈ N (the number of layers), l k ∈ N, k = 0, 1, . . . L − 1 (the size of input to layer k) and l L ∈ N (the size of the network output). A fully connected artificial neural network is then given by Φ = ((W 1 , B 1 ), . . . , (W L , B L )), where, for k = 1, . . . , L, we have real l k−1 × l k matrices W k and real l k dimensional vectors B k .
The artificial neural network defines a function RΦ : R l0 → R l L given recursively, for
We can also define the function P which counts the number of parameters as
We will call such class of fully connected artificial neural networks DN . Note that since the activation functions and architecture are fixed the learning task entails finding the optimal Φ ∈ R P(Φ) .
LEARNING THE PDE SOLUTION
Under some simplifying assumptions there is a representation for the unique Z given by the martingale representation theorem in terms of solution of an associated PDE. We explore this connection here and then propose several learning algorithms that are designed to learn the solution of the associated PDE.
We will assume that X is a Markov process that is given as the solution to
and that there is a function g such that
4.1. PDE derivation of the control variate. It can be shown that under suitable assumptions on b, σ, c and g that v ∈ C 1,2 ([0, T ] × D). See e.g. [26] . Let a := 1 2 σσ * . Then, from Feynman-Kac formula, we get
Since v ∈ C 1,2 ([0, T ] × D) and since v satisfies the above PDE, if we apply Itô's formula then we obtain
Hence Feynman-Kac representation together with the fact that v(T, X T ) = g(X T ) yields
This shows that we have an explicit form of the process Z in (2), provided that
Thus we can consider the Monte-Carlo estimator.
To obtain a control variate we thus need to approximate ∂ x v. If one used classical approximation techniques to the PDE, such as finite difference or finite element methods, one would run into the curse of the dimensionality -the very reason one employs Monte Carlo simulations in the first place. Artificial neural networks have been shown to break the curse of dimensionality in specific situations [19] . However there is no known method that can guarantee the convergence to the optimal artificial neural network approximation. The application of the deep-network approximation to the solution of the PDE as a martingale control variate is an ideal compromise. Even if we had exact solution to the PDE (6) we would need to discretise the integrals that arise in V N,v to obtain an implementable algorithm. To that end take a partition of [0, T ] denoted π := {t = t 0 < · · · < t Nsteps = T }
and consider an approximation of (5) by (X π ti )
Nsteps i=0 . For simplicity we approximate all integrals arising by Riemann sums always taking the left-hand point when approximating the value of the integrand. Of course, more sophisticated quadrature rules are also available.
If there is no exact solution to the PDE (6), as would be the case in any reasonable application, then we will approximate ∂ x v by Rθ for θ ∈ DN . The implementable control variate Monte-Carlo estimator is then the form
where
)(ti+1−ti) and λ is a free parameter to be chosen (because we discretise and use approximation to the PDE it is expected λ = 1). Again we point out that the above estimator is unbiased independently of the choice θ. We will discuss possible approximation strategies for approximating ∂ x v with Rθ in the following section.
In this section we propose 4 algorithms that attempt the learn PDE solution (or its gradient) and then use it to build control variate.
Direct approximation of v by an artificial neural network.
A first, and perhaps the most natural, idea to set up learning algorithm for the solution of the PDE (6) would be to use PDE (6) itself as score function. Let θ ∈ DN so that Rθ is an approximation of v. One could then set a learning task as
in some appropriate norms · [0,T ]×D and · D . Different choices of approximations of the derivatives and the norms would result in variants of the algorithm. Smoothness properties of Rθ would be important for the stability of the algorithm. The key challenge with the above idea is that it is not clear what the training data to learn v should be (the domain D is typically unbounded). For this reason we do not study this algorithm here and refer reader to for numerical experiments [37] . Before we proceed further we recall a well known property of conditional expectations, for proof see e.g. [27, Ch.3 Th. 14] .
The minimiser, Y, is unique and is given by
The theorem tell us that conditional expectation is an orthogonal projection of a random variable X onto L 2 (G).
4.3.
Probabilistic representation based on Backward SDE. Instead of working directly with (6) we work with its probabilistic representation (7) and view it as a BSDE. To formulate the learning task based on this we recall the time-grid π given by (9) so that we can write it recursively as v(t Nsteps , X Nsteps ) = D(t, t Nsteps )g(X Nsteps ) ,
Next consider a deep network approximation
Approximation depends on weights η ∈ R kη , θ ∈ R k θ . We set the learning task as
Note that in practice one would also work with (X π tm )
Nsteps m=0 and moreover any minimisation algorithm can only be expected to find (θ ,Ntrn , η ,Ntrn ) which only approximate the optimal (η * , θ * ). The complete learning method is stated as Algorithm 1.
We remark that the idea of approximating PDEs formulated as optimisation problem and using probabilistic representation already appeared in [11] and was recently combined with neural network approximations in series of works [38, 21, 22] . The learning problem stated by these authors is somewhat similar to (11) . However, in [38, 21, 22] , the value function v is only approximated at a single point whereas we obtain approximation of v and ∂ x v for any x ∈ D.
Algorithm 1 PDE probabilistic representation learning algorithm
Initialisation: η, θ, N trn for i : 1 : N trn do generate samples (x i tn )
Nsteps n=0 by simulating SDE (12) for k : 0 :
return (θ ,Ntrn , η ,Ntrn ).
4.4.
Feynman-Kac and automatic differentiation. Automatic differentiation can be used to provide an variant of the method of Section 4.3. Instead of using a Rη as an approximation of ∂ x v we can use automatic differentiation to applied to Rθ ≈ v so that
The learning algorithm is then identical to Algorithm 1 but with Rη replaced with ∂ x (Rθ). Recently very similar ideas have been explored in [3] .
4.5.
Bismut-Elworthy-Li Formula. Consider the solution to (5) with X t = x, that is
Define
the Jacobian of the map σ ·j with j fixed). It can be shown, see [28, Ch. 4] , that the matrix valued process (Y t ) satisfies
where I is identity matrix. Bismut-Elworthy-Li formula that we state next, provides probabilistic representation for gradient of the solution to the PDE (6) . This is in the same vein as Feynman-Kac formula provides probabilistic representation to the solution of (6).
We refer reader to [15, Th. 2.1] or [13, Th. 2.1] for the proof. Let us point out that in the above representation no derivative of g is needed. This makes it appealing in financial applications for calculating greeks in particular [16] . In the case that aσ −1 (X)Y is sufficiently well behaved (so that the stochastic integral is a true martingale) we have
The resulting Monte Carlo estimator may enjoy reduced variance property, [2] . To build a learning algorithm we use this theorem with a(s) := 1 T −t and define
Hence, by Theorem 4.1,
and we know that for a fixed t the random variable which minimises the mean square error is a function of X t . But by the Doob-Dynkin Lemma [10, Th. 1.3.12] we know that every η ∈ L 2 (σ(X t )) can be expressed as η = h t (X t ) for some appropriate measurable h t . For the practical algorithm we restrict the search for the function h t to the class that can be expressed as deep neural networks DN . Hence we consider a family of functions Rθ with θ ∈ DN and set learning task as
In practice, one employs a variant of stochastic gradient algorithm, see for classical exposition on the topic [29, 7] and for more recent development [18] . We use the the following notation θ := arg min
where arg min θ indicates that an approximation is used to minimise the function. Algorithm 2 describes the method including time discretization. (12) and (13) .
return θ ,Ntrn .
LEARNING MARTINGALE CONTROL VARIATE FUNCTIONAL
Let us go back to the general setting of Section 2. In particular this means that the contingent claim that we wish to know the price of at time t is given by G (X s ) s∈[t,T ] and so is possibly path-dependent.
In this situation we cannot express the process Z arising from Martingale representation theorem, see (2) , in terms of a derivative of the associated PDE on [0, T ]×D. Nevertheless we can set up a learning task that tries to approximate this Z with a deep network. To that end we recall the time grid π given by (9) , the associated discretisation of the process X which is (X π t k ) Nsteps k=0 and the discrete discount factors (D π (t 0 , t k )) Nsteps k=0 . We then propose to approximate Z at time t k using a deep networks θ t k ∈ DN with inputs being the entire discrete path up to time t k i.e.
As always θ represent the deep network weights that have to be chosen appropriately. The implementable control variate Monte-Carlo estimator now has the form
We now make several remarks: i) We are not assuming that X comes as a solution to an SDE here, it only needs to be a continuous adapted process (e.g. McKean-Vlasov SDE arising in local stochastic volatility models). However in practice one needs to be able to simulate this process to be able to set up the learning task. ii) It seems natural use (15) as an approximation to Z t k but in fact a direct approximation Z t k ≈ (Rθ t k ) (X π tj ) k j=0 might perform equally well. iii) It has been advocated in [4, 5] that better computational result can be obtained by using discrete time version of martingale representation. Theorem 2.1 in [4] tell us
where ((M tj ,T ) k ) Nsteps k=1 is discrete-time square integrable martingale. In [4] a representation for M tj ,T is given using an (infinite) series of Hermite Polynomial. Such results in literature are known as discrete-time analogue of Clark-Ocone formula [35, 1] .
The representation (17) provides another route to deriving (16): discretise the time first and then apply the discrete martingale representation as opposed to first applying the martingale representation theorem and then discretising time. Indeed we effectively have that
There are other possibilities for the choice of the form of M . One could work with discrete time analogue of Clark-Ocone formula as already mentioned [4, 35, 1] . Alternatively one could build control variates using so called Stein operators as in [33, 6] . We leave it for the future research to explore this other possibilities. iv) This methods is effectively learning the hedging hedging strategy, see also [9] . v) Even though we said that there is no representation Z as a solution to some PDE on [0, T ] × D, there is a representation in terms of a path-dependent PDE, see [34] . vi) We write that the network approximation (Rθ t k ) depends on the entire path of (X tj ) up to k. For practical learning one would typically use increments as inputs. There is also evidence that using iterated integrals as learning inputs is very efficient [39] . We will now formulate the the search for the control variate as learning tasks. given by (16) . From (4) we know that the theoretical control variate Monte-Carlo estimator has zero variance and so it is natural to set-up a learning task which aims to learn the network weights θ in a way which minimises said variance: Note that in this case we learn the control variate by setting λ = 1. In the next method we show that in fact there is a way learn control variate with optimal λ by directly estimating it.
Empirical correlation maximisation.
This method is based on the idea that since we are looking for a good control variate we should directly train the network to maximise the variance reduction between the vanilla Monte Carlo estimator and the control variates Monte Carlo estimator by also trying to optimise λ.
Recall
.
Let ρ Ξ T ,M θ t,T denote the Pearson correlation coefficient between Ξ T and M θ t,T i.e.
With the optimal λ * we then have
See [17, Ch. 4.1] for more details. Therefore we set the learning task as:
The full method is stated as Algorithm 4. 
EXAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTS
6.1. Options in Black-Scholes model on d > 1 assets. Take a d-dimensional Wiener process W . We assume that we are given a symmetric, positive-definite matrix (covariance matrix) Σ and a lower triangular matrix C s.t. Σ = CC * . 1 The risky assets will have volatilities given by σ i . We will (abusing notation) write σ ij := σ i C ij , when we don't need to separate the volatility of a single asset from correlations. The risky assets under the risk-neutral measure are then given by
All sums will be from 1 to d unless indicated otherwise. Note that the SDE can be simulated exactly since
The associated PDE is (with a ij := k σ ik σ jk )
Deep Learning setting.
In this subsection we describe the neural networks used in the four proposed algorithms as well as the training setting, in the specific situation where we have an options problem in Black-Scholes model on d > 1 assets. Learning algorithms 1, 2, 3 and 4 share the same underlying fully connected artificial network which will be different for different t k , k = 0, 1, . . . , N steps − 1. At each time-step we use a fully connected artificial neural network denoted θ k ∈ DN . The choice of the number of layers and network width is motivated by empirical results on different possible architectures applied on a short-lived options problem. We present the results of this study below in the Diagnostics subsection. The architecture is similar to that proposed in [3] .
At each time step the network consists of four layers: one d-dimensional input layer, two (d + 20)-dimensional hidden layers, and one output layer. The output layer is one dimensional if the network is approximation for v and d-dimensional if the network is an approximation for ∂ x v. The non-linear activation function used on the hidden layers is the the linear rectifier relu. In all experiments except for Algorithm 5 for the basket options problem we used batch normalization [36] on the input of each network, just before the two nonlinear activation functions in front of the hidden layers, and also after the last linear transformation.
The networks' optimal parameters are approximated by the Adam optimiser [14] on the loss function specific for each method. Each parameter update (i.e. one step of the optimiser) is calculated on a batch of 5 · 10 3 paths (x i tn ) Nsteps n=0 obtained by simulating the SDE. We take the necessary number of training steps until the stopping criteria defined below is met, with a learning rate of 10 −3 during the first 10 4 iterations, decreased to 10 −4 afterwards.
During training of any of the algorithms, the loss value at each iteration is kept. A model is assumed to be trained if the difference between the loss averages of the two last consecutive windows of length 100 is less then a certain .
Iterative alternatives to Algorithms 1 and 2.
Recall that in the PDE-based control variate learning algorithms we seek to approximate ∂ x v(t, x) by a parametric function and then use this approximation to build the control variate. Hence, the loss function requires neither the Monte Carlo estimator nor the control variate. Furthermore, in both algorithms we can split the loss function in N steps smaller loss functions, one per timestep.
More specifically, for the PDE probabilistic representation learning Algorithm 1, we can split the learning problem in:
Learning the weights θ m or η m at a certain timestep t m < t Nsteps , only requires knowing the weights η m+1 . At m = N steps , learning the weights η Nsteps only requires the terminal condition g. We exploit this idea to propose an terative version of Algorithm 1 stated as Algorithm 5. Note that the algorithm assumes that adjacent networks in time will be similar, and therefore it seems reasonable to initialise η m and θ m by η m+1 and θ m+1 . As before, (θ ,Ntrn m , η ,Ntrn m ) are found using the Adam optimiser on the loss function of the m-th timestep.
This form of training has the advantage that the different timestep networks are learned separately. Hence each forward pass and backpropagation pass is cheaper than in the discrete martingale representation training. The disadvantage of this method however is that since the control variate is built using the approximation of the gradient Z θm for all m = 0, . . . , N − 1, then the control variate is unknown until the training is over, hence it is not possible to study the quality of the control variate during training. 
We follow a similar approach to train the Bismut-Elworth-Li learning algorithm (2) . In this case we can split the learning problem in:
Note that in order to learn the weights of θ m at a certain time-step t m we only need to calculate X π m . We exploit this idea to propose the iterative variant of Algorithm 2 in Algorithm 6. As before, the algorithm assumes that adjacent networks in time will be similar, and therefore when we start training θ m we initialise θ m by θ m+1 . (12) and (13) . for k : 0 : ii) From Central Limit Theorem, as N in increases the standardized estimators converge in distribution to the Normal. Therefore, a 95% confidence interval of the variance of the estimator is given by
where S is the sample variance of the N MC controlled estimatorsV π,θ,λ,Nsteps t,T
, and α = 0.05. These are calculated for both the Monte Carlo estimate and the Monte Carlo with control variate estimate. iii) We use the N MC · N in = 10 7 generated samples Ξ i T and V π,θ,λ,Nsteps,i t,T to calculate and compare the empirical variancesσ 2 Ξ T andσ 2 V π,θ,λ,N steps ,i t,T
iv) The number of optimizer steps and equivalently number of random paths generated for training provide a cost measure of the proposed algorithms. v) We evaluate the variance reduction if we use the trained models to create control variates for options in Black-Scholes models with different volatailities than the one used to train our models.
Example 6.1 (Low dimensional problem with explicit solution). We consider exchange option on two assets. In this case the exact price is given by the Margrabe formula. We take d = 2, S i 0 = 100, r = 5%, σ i = 30%, Σ ii = 1, Σ ij = 0 for i = j. The payoff is g(S) = g(S (1) , S (2) ) := max 0, S (1) − S (2) .
From Margrabe's formula we know that v(0, S) = BlackScholes risky price = S (1) S (2) , strike = 1, T, r,σ ,
We organise the experiment as follows: We train our models with batches of 5,000 random paths (s i tn )
Nsteps n=0 sampled from the SDE (18) , where N steps = 50. The assets' initial values s i t0 are marginally from a lognormal distribution
where ξ ∼ N (0, 1), µ = 0.08, τ = 0.1. The existence of an explicit solution allows to build a control variate of the form (10) using the known exact solution to obtain ∂ x v. For a fixed number of time steps N steps this provides an upper bound on the variance reduction an artificial neural network approximation of ∂ x v can achieve. We follow the evaluation framework to evaluate the model, simulating N steps · N train paths by simulating (18) with constant (S 1 0 , S 2 0 ) i = (1, 1). We report the following results: i) Table 1 provides the empricial variances calculated over 10 6 generated Monte Carlo samples and their corresponding control variates. The variance reduction measure indicates the quality of each control variate method. The variance reduction using the control variate given by Margrabe's formula provides a benchmark for our methods. Table 1 also provides the cost of training for each method, given by the number of optimiser iterations performed before hitting the stopping criteria, defined defined before with = 5 × 10 −6 . ii) Table 2 provides the confidence intervals for the variances and of the Monte Carlo estimator, and the Monte Carlo estimator with control variate assuming these are calculated on 10 6 random paths. iii) Figure 2 provides the value of the loss function in terms of the number of optimiser iterations for the variance and correlation optimisation methods (Algorithms 3 and Algorithm 4 respectively). iv) Figures 3 and 4 study the iterative training for the BSDE solver. As it has been observed before, this type of training does not allow us to study the overall loss function as the number of training steps increases. Therefore we train the same model four times for different values of between 0.01 and 5 × 10 −6 and we study the number of iterations necessary to meet the stopping criteria defined by , the variance reduction once the stopping criteria is met, and the relationship between the number of iterations and the variance reduction. Note that the variance reduction stabilises for < 10 −5 . Moreover, the number of iterations necessary to meet the stopping criteria increases exponentially as decreases, and therefore for our results printed in Tables 1 and 2 we employ = 5 × 10 −6 . v) Figure 1 displays the variance reduction after using the trained models on several Black Scholes problem with exchange options but with values of σ other than 0.3 which was the one used for training. Example 6.2 (High-dimensional problem, exchange against average). We extend the previous example to 100 dimensions. This example is similar to EX 10E from [8] . We will take S i 0 = 100, r = 5%, σ i = 30%, Σ ii = 1, Σ ij = 0 for i = j. We will take this to be g(S) := max 0,
The experiment is organised as follows: we train our models with batches of 5 · 10 3 random paths (s i tn )
Nsteps n=0 sampled from the SDE (18) , where N steps = 50. The assets' initial values s i t0 are sampled from a lognormal distribution
where ξ ∼ N (0, 1), µ = 0.08, τ = 0.1.
We follow the evaluation framework to evaluate the model, simulating N steps · N train paths by simulating (18) with constant S i 0 = 1 for i = 1, . . . , 100. We have the following results: i) Table 3 provides the empricial variances calculated over 10 6 generated Monte Carlo samples and their corresponding control variates. The variance reduction measure indicates the quality of each control variate method. Table 3 also provides the cost of training for each method, given by the number of optimiser iterations performed before hitting the stopping criteria with = 5 · 10 −6 . ii) Table 4 provides the confidence interval for the variance of the Monte Carlo estimator, and the Monte Carlo estimator with control variate assuming these are calculated on 10 6 random paths. iii) Figure 5 provides the value of the loss function in terms of the number of optimiser iterations for the variance and correlation optimisation methods. iv) Figures 6 and 7 study the iterative training for the BSDE solver. We train the same model four times for different values of between 0.01 and 5 × 10 −6 and we study the number of iterations necessary to meet the stopping criteria defined by , the variance reduction once the stopping criteria is met, and the relationship between the number of iterations and the variance reduction. Note that in this case the variance reduction does not stabilise for < 10 −5 . However, the number of training iterations increases exponentially as decreases, and therefore we also choose = 5 × 10 −6 to avoid building a control that requires a high number of random paths to be trained. v) Figure 8 displays the variance reduction after using the trained models on several Black Scholes problem with exchange options but with values of σ other than 0.3 which was the one used for training. 
We first consider the basket options problem on two assets, with d = 2, S i 0 = 70, r = 50%, σ i = 100%, Σ ii = 1, Σ ij = 0 for i = j, and constant strike K = d i=1 S i 0 . In line with the example from [6, Sec 4.2.3] for comparison purposes we organise the experiment as follows. The control variates on 20 000 batches of 5 000 samples each of (s i tn )
Nsteps n=0 by simulating the SDE (18) , where N steps = 50. The assets' initial values s t0 are always constant S i t0 = 0.7. We follow the evaluation framework to evaluate the model, simulating N steps · N train paths by simulating (18) with constant S i 0 = 0.7 for i = 1, . . . , 100. We have the following results: i) Table 5 provides the empricial variances calculated over 10 6 generated Monte Carlo samples and their corresponding control variates. The variance reduction measure indicates the quality of each control variate method. Table 5 also provides the cost of training for each method, given by the number of optimiser iterations performed before hitting the stopping criteria, defined defined before with = 5 × 10 −6 . ii) Table 6 provides the confidence interval for the variance of the Monte Carlo estimator, and the Monte Carlo estimator with control variate assuming these are calculated on 10 6 random paths. iii) Figure 9 provides the value of the loss function in terms of the number of optimiser iterations for the variance and correlation optimisation methods. iv) Figures 10 and 11 study the iterative training for the BSDE solver. We train the same model four times for different values of between 0.01 and 5 × 10 −6 and we study the number of iterations necessary to meet the stopping criteria defined by , the variance reduction once the stopping criteria is met, and the relationship between the number of iterations and the variance reduction. Note that the variance reduction syabilises for < 10 −5 . Furthermore, the number of training iterations increases exponentially as decreases. We choose = 5 × 10 −6 . Example 6.4 (High dimensional basket option). We also consider the basket options problem on d = 100 assets but otherwise identical to the setting of Example 6.3. We compare our results against the same experiment in [6, Sec 4.2.3, Table 6 and Table 7 ]. --TABLE 7 . Results on basket options problem on 100 assets, Example 6.4. Models trained with non-random S 0 so that the results can be directly compared to [6] .
Method

Confidence 6.5. Empirical network diagnostics. In this subsection we consider the exchange options problem on two assets from Example 6.1, where the time horizon is one day. We consider different network architectures for the BSDE method described by Algorithm 1 in order to understand their impact on the final result and their ability to approximate the solution of the PDE and its gradient. We choose this problem given the existence of an explicit solution that can be used as a benchmark. The experiment is organised as follows: i) Let L − 2 be the number of hidden layers of θ t0 ∈ DN and η t0 ∈ DN . Let l k be the number of neurons per hidden layer k. ii) We train four times all the possible combinations for L − 2 ∈ {1, 2, 3} and for l k ∈ {2, 4, 6, . . . , 20} using = 5×10 −6 for the stopping criteria. The assets' initial values s i t0 are sampled from a lognormal distribution X ∼ exp((µ − 0.5σ 2 )τ + σ √ τ ξ),
where ξ ∼ N (0, 1), µ = 0.08, τ = 0.1. iii) We approximate the L 2 -error of (Rη t0 )(x) and (Rθ t0 )(x) with respect to the exact solution given by Margrabe's formula and its gradient. Figure 15 displays the average of the L 2 -errors and its confidence interval. We can conclude that for this particular problem, the accuracy of Rη t0 does not strongly depend on the number of layers, and that there is no improvement beyond 8 nodes per hidden layer. The training (its inputs and the gradient descent algorithm together with the stopping criteria) becomes the limiting factor. The accuracy of Rθ t0 is clearly better with two or three hidden layers than with just one. Moreover it seems that there is benefit in taking as many as 10 nodes per hidden layer. 
